
Thanks again for coming, I'm going to blast through this presentation. It's 
mostly to give potential partners a perspective of our possible strategies on 
the distro, broadcast sales, and promotional fronts. A lot of our plans are 
structured so that we will be able to go forth regardless of whether we find 
partners who are a good fit, but as you may have gathered by the movie, I 
like to think in terms of worst-case scenarios and build from there.



I'm the exec producer, the writer, and I directed the Silkgatherers section of 
Ghosts. Before I made movies I was in publishing.

My first book came out with HarperCollins. It was received pretty well...



but I was uncomfortable with the fact that it was owned by a bastard...



, and I decided to leave and start my own press in opposition to Murdoch-
style consolidation. 



No Media Kings was started in 2000.



I was able to live off of my books for the last decade thanks to a number of 
partnerships...



Mike at Insomniac Press let me piggyback on his distribution deal, and 
while I would publish my own books in Canada I generally sold the rights to 
US publishers like IDW to more effectively get it out into the world.

No Media Kings was also a way of building indie community outside the 
corporate model...



the primary draw of my website are do-it-yourself articles on book 
promotion, animation, DIY silkscreening, and other creative endevours. My 
website gets about 1000 unique visitors a day and over the last decade I’ve 
been producing little movies and videogames alongside the books and 
releasing them digitally. 



Alongside the creative production I've been starting projects like an indie 
touring circuit and a videogame culture not-for-profit -- things that I know 
would be useful to creators like myself. 

Community organizing has always been second nature to me -- when I was 
managing editor at Adbusters in 1995 I started the first Culture Jammer 
email network.

In this way I’ve been building an audience of people who like my work and 
also building a network of fellow creators, curators, tastemakers and media 
people that are intrigued by what I do and how I do it.



All of this is to give a little context to how a low budget movie trailer with no 
star power got 100,000 views in a month.



And how we got quotes from namebrands like Wired, and The Atlantic. 
Beyond the timely hook of the financial meltdown, I’m already somewhat of 
a known quantity on the internet.

Cory Doctorow played a part, BoingBoing is one of the world’s top five 
blogs and whenever he mentions one of my projects about 10,000 people 
come check it out. But that only accounts for about 10% of the traffic. BB 
seeded it, but it was on Twitter that it went viral. 

Sometimes when Cory posts about my projects, they get a bit of attention 
and feedback and that’s about it. With this, it generated a ton of comments 
and conflicting opinions and most of all discussion about the plausibility of 
a financial apocalypse. To me, this indicates that there’s a sizable 
audience for this movie, which is why we’re starting conversations with 
potential partners to get it out there rather than directly selling to our core 
audience.

We don’t really have any hard-and-fast idea as to what this would look like 
-- we’re not hell-bent on theatrical release, for instance. We deliberately 
structured the movie so that it could work in a theatre as a feature, on 
television broken up into episodes, or on the net in webisodes. We’re 
interested in hearing your ideas on possible deployment strategies.



Deployment Strategies

● Festivals

This is what we've got so far



Festivals

Submitted

● TIFF [Declined]
● Fantastic Fest [Declined]
● Toronto After Dark [Declined]
● Slamdance
● South By Southwest

Planning to Submit

● Tribeca
● San Francisco Intl Film Fest
● Sci-Fi-London
● Maryland Film Festival
● Seattle International Film Fest
● Rooftop Films
● Fantasia
● Raindance
● Vancouver Film Fest
● Miami Film Festival

Generally our strategy is to give the festivals we’ve heard of a crack at the 
premiere



Deployment Strategies

● Festivals
● Distributor/Broadcaster 

outreach

 



Entities Interested in a Screener

Broadcasters

● Super Channel
● The Movie Network 
● Space

Distributors

● Mongrel
● E1

I've just started sending queries to broadcasters and distributors but the 
response has been excellent.



Deployment Strategies

● Festivals
● Distributor/Broadcaster outreach
● Fest or Local Premiere Screening

If SXSW or Slamdance go for it, then we'll use that to launch our internet 
campaign. If not then we’ll do a big promotional push behind a Toronto 
screening in the spring at The Royal or Toronto Underground before our 
internet deployment.



Deployment Strategies

● Festivals
● Distributor/Broadcaster outreach
● Fest or Local Premiere Screening
● Sponsored webisode release

Our internet deployment is going to involve releasing the first 2/3rds of the 
movie until right before they meet up at the bar and have an adventure. We 
are also hoping to find sponsors for these free downloads -- Celtx, the 
open source screenwriting program, sponsored the first four episodes. 
These 5-6 minute webisodes will be released every week and at the end of 
each one will be a pointer to the Itunes page.



Deployment Strategies

● Festivals
● Distributor/Broadcaster outreach
● Fest or Local Premiere Screening
● Sponsored webisode release
● ITunes release

At the end of the 2 month campaign we will have an Itunes release via an 
aggregator like Juice or Distribber. 



Promotional Strategies

● Trailer Internationalization

Promotion-wise, we have a various ideas that will be honed in the months 
ahead. The release of the trailer has shown us that there’s a strong interest 
outside North America in the empire falling 



So we’ve started subtitling the trailer to expand its reach, we currently have 
it in Italian, Hebrew, German, and of course Chinese, and we’re tapping 
our community for more. 



Promotional Strategies

● Trailer Internationalization
● Videogame offshoot

Roofed! is a text adventure videogame 



that features Anton and Toph in an adventure that preceded the events of 
the movie, that builds on the storyworld and allows viewers to interact with 
it. 



Promotional Strategies

● Trailer Internationalization
● Videogame offshoot
● Social media shenanigans

 



Our website is currently pretty minimal but we’ll be expanding it 
incrementally. One change we'll be making soon is adding our blurbs -- I'm 
picturing Serina spamming them all over the site and Oscar coming and 
blurring them out. Currently the all important social media buttons are 
active. 



The Google + one is run by the digital janitor and what I’ve had him doing 
occasionally is blurring out logos in people’s personal pictures and posting 
“legal” versions of them as a courtesy. I also have Serina running our 
Twitter account and spamming people through that. So those are some of 
our inworld strategies. 



Promotional Strategies

● Trailer Internationalization
● Videogame offshoot
● Social media shenanigans
● Moocards to actors
● Teaser postering

Out of world we have these moocards which just have the url on them that 
we’ll be sending packs of to our actors for them to pass around. The actors 
have been very engaged beyond production and many of them have 
offered to help out promotionally. 



This was something we might develop into a teaser postering campaign for 
the cities we’re screening in. We might film Anton going door to door to 
offer his spider silk removal services. We also like the idea of getting Sean 
out there in his orange jumpsuit blurring logos somehow and handing out 
fliers. 



Promotional Strategies

● Trailer Internationalization
● Videogame offshoot
● Social media shenanigans
● Moocards to actors
● Teaser postering
● Spacing Magazine tie-in

We’re also working with Spacing magazine 



right now developing a tie-in for their disaster issue coming out in May, 
maybe doing something like a walking tour of Toronto in 2040.



Promotional Strategies

● Trailer Internationalization
● Videogame offshoot
● Social media shenanigans
● Moocards to actors
● Teaser postering
● Spacing Magazine tie-in
● 4 Walling in other Cities with 

local Job Fairs

We'll run a campaign to see which cities our online community wants us to 
come to. As well as a q&a these events will also feature a job fair where 
local fans can set up a display with their idea of what would be a futuristic 
and terrible job.



This is our previous movie, released in 2007, and despite its scrappy 
production values it was screened at a hacker convention in Las Vegas, a 
bike-in underpass screening in Montreal, a digital media fest in Vancouver, 
and a political science fiction gathering in Chicago. One night screenings 
focus the audience and media on one date, lower the cost of rental, and 
people who hear about it too late can always buy it on ITunes.



Demographics

● Not 18-35 male
● 35-44 males
● Twitter connected
● lived through the tech bubble 

boom and bust
● have young families to worry 

about

Demographics: so I think I’ve said on the first draft of our one pager that 
our demographic is 18-35, but according to Google analytics of the trailer it’
s actually 35-44 year old men. So I’m seeing the audience as people who’
ve lived through the boom and bust of the tech bubble, and many of whom 
are starting young families, and for whom financial collapse is a plausible 
threat.



Comp Titles

● Primer
● TimeCrimes
● Pontypool
● Monsters

In general a lot of indie science fiction movies aim squarely to be B-movies 
-- but like our own, these movies are what I call B+ movies.  They're 
reasonably ambitious and perform better than most of what's out there.


